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Blade 2 Director Guillermo
del Torro
Wed 7 pm/ET Chat @OO
Log on tonight to 1.'[cos.com.
after locking the windows and
bolting the doors, and chat
with gothic horror writerdirector Guillermo del Torro.
Fresh from the blockbuster
success of Wesley Snipe's
Blade II, the mastermind
behind creepy mutant bug film Mimic and Cannes
Critic Prize winner Gronos will be answering
questions about his upcoming projects and how he
made Blade II so visually stunning.
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Harry Potter's Shirley Henderson
Wed 1 pm/ET Chat (i)GO
This afternoon, take a break and meet Scottish-born
actress Shirley Henderson when she joins
~da~.com
to discuss her role in the forthcoming
Mastetpiece Theater presentation The Way We Live
Now. The versatile actress has also appeared in
more populist fare like Bridget Jones's Diary as well
as the cult hit Trainspotting. She's set to appear on
the big screen in the next installment of the Harry
Potter franchise, Chamber of Secrets, as Moaning
Myrtle. Log on and ask Henderson what we can
expect from the film, since we won't see it until next
winter!
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TELEVISION
Catch Up with 24
On Demand
(f)G'O
Part of the intrigue of 24 is that, although the
suspenseful drama takes place in a mere 24 hours,
every minute is jam-packed with details and complex
characters. If you missed an episode, or even if
you've watched every second of Kiefer Sutherland
saving the free world, you'll find value in the website's
minute-by-minute guide at E~.
Peek in on
Jack's desktop notes, or see if there are any clues on
his kidnapped daughter Kimberly's computer. In the
research files, learn about the gizmos that help the
CTU in their investigation, and check up on the
profiles of each character. And if you're trying to beat
Kiefer at finding out who wants to kill Senator Palmer,
join the 24 community of sleuths and share your
thoughts and insights.
Living in the Real World
On Demand
OOGO
Most of us will never live in a place as fantastically
designed as the casts of the Real World enjoy every
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season, but you can take a jealous look back at
B~~IWQ.rlqHQY§~§,GQm.The fansite, while fairly
thorough, is limited somewhat in the pictorials of the
earlier homes, but has interesting features such as
photos of the interior of the San Francisco and
Boston houses as they currently look, as well as
exterior shots of the reported location for the
upcoming Las Vegas edition of the enduring MTV
franchise.
-Tanya
L. Edwards and Sabrina Rojas Weiss
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